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La forma Neocelandesa

Myles Ferris

Entrenando chicos
de 6 a 14 aňos
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The Early Years
Developing a “love’ for the game
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Key Concepts
★The New Zealand model for developing young 

players focuses on key concepts.

1.Player safety & welfare is of most importance
2.The main reason players play is to have fun
3.Players enjoy the game more when they have 

better skills, technique, strategies and fitness
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Promoting the Game
There are 2 key target groups that we need to promote the game to. For 
this game to grow we need new players. We need to ask ourselves why do 
children want to play Rugby?

Players.
New players will join if the game is fun, they wont get hurt and if their 
friends play.

Parents.
New players will join if parents allow their child to play and will do so if it is 
fun, the child wont get hurt and if it is well organized and well run

The Message

The Kiwi Dream – It is the dream of just about every boy to play for the All 
Blacks and for Girls to be either married to an All Black or a Mother of an 
All Black 
(Now some want to play for New Zealand too!!!)
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What is the Small Blacks Development Model?

★Small Blacks rugby has been designed to help players develop their 
rugby skills as their physical ability develops, making the game as 
simple and safe as possible for all Kiwi children, regardless of their 
age, shape or size. 

★The new Small Blacks Development Model has been developed to 
ensure that there is a consistency of playing, coaching and player 
welfare at all levels throughout the country, and is a great way of 
getting children involved in a team sport.

★The model has been designed to ensure that all children who 
graduate from the Small Blacks program have the best possible skill set 
to take them through their rugby career - who knows, today's Small 
Black may one day go on to become an All Black or Black Fern.

Small Blacks Development 
Model
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The Progression from Small 
Black to All Black

Rippa Rugby (Yrs 4-7)

Junior (Tackle) Rugby (Yrs 7-10)

Intermediate Rugby (Yrs 11 – 15)

★STRUCTURE
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Tactical Development – Small Blacks 

to All Blacks Model

Age:
What:

(Player Development)

How:

(Coaching/Coach 
Development)

Tactical Toolbox:

U6 – U7

(Rippa Rugby)

· No tactical emphasis 
required.

· Understanding of 
basic laws & 
Principles of Rugby

· Enjoyment of game.

· Make sure everyone 
gets to run with the 
ball.

· Not required for this 
stage.

U8 · Start to learn the 
value of passing 
before contact.

· Structure small-
sided games that 
reward the value of 
passing before 
contact.

· Tactical Toolbox to 
consist of:

o Coaching points
o Drills/modified 

games
o Video footage

· Game example: 6 v 3 
with minimum of 2 
passes before 
scoring a try.

· Other invasion 
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Tactical Development – Small Blacks 

to All Blacks Model

U9 – U10 · Learn to pass the 
ball to a player in 
space.

· Structure small-
sided games that 
reward passing to a 
player in space i.e. 
‘assists’ that lead to 
a break.

· Tactical Toolbox to 
consist of:

Coaching points

Drills/modified games

Video footage

· Game example:  
playing touch with 1 
point for each 
‘assist’ and 1 point 
for each try.

· Other invasion 
games

U11

· Introduce players to 
look for space across 
the field & down the 
field.

· Kicking into space.

· Importance of 
communication.

· Modified games that 
change the shape & 
size of the field 
aimed at passing the 
ball to space to 
score.

· Games with kicking 
options e.g. 
Forceback kicking

· Games with different 
communication 

· Tactical Toolbox to 
consist of:

Coaching points

Drills/modified games

Video footage
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Tactical Development – Small Blacks 

to All Blacks Model

U12 – U13

· Introduce the 
Principles of Attack 
& Defence (start of 
Principles of Play).

· Gain understanding 
& application of 
space across & 
down the field i.e. 
scan, see it, decide 
it, talk it/do it.

· Introduce tactical 
problem solving.

· Multi modal 
approach to 
introducing the 
Principles of Attack 
& Defence:

−Modified games 
showing specific 
principles e.g. 
continuity, pressure

−Video examples 
from SR & AB games

−Computer game

· Multi modal 
approach to 
showing specific 
examples of space 
recognition & use.

· Group/individual 
problem solving & 
coach questioning 
techniques:

−Video

Tactical Toolbox to 
consist of:

Coaching points

Drills/modified 
games

Video footage
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Tactical Development – Small Blacks 

to All Blacks Model

U14 – U15

· Grow understanding 
& application of:

−Principles of Play

−Space across & 
down the field

· Continue tactical 
problem solving.

· Start teaching 
specific cue 
recognition.

· Understand 
relationship 
between skills & 
decision making

· Introduce basic 
Patterns of Play 
based on the 
Principles of Play.

· Multi modal 
approach to teach 
basic Patterns of 
Play:

−Enjoyable game-
based activities

−Video examples 
from SR & AB games

· Coach to use the 
‘What, How, Why’ 
with emphasis on 
the ‘Why’.

· Session 
effectiveness:

−Skill/challenge 

· Tactical Toolbox to 
consist of:

o Coaching points
o Drills/modified 

games
o Video footage
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Lunch Time

End of Session One
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Session 2
Coaching techniques for Coaches of 

Youth
More than a Skills Coach 

•Values based coaching

•Coaching Techniques

•Planning

•Coaching Understanding

•Coaching Strategy
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Coaching the Basics Yrs 3-7

In New Zealand we focus on coaching the basics from an 
early age.

Attack     Defence

Running forward    Running 
forward
Evasion    Countering evasion
Scoring the try    Making the tackle 
(Rip)

Later on we introduce the Pass, Contact Tackle and Gaining 
Possession

The most important part of this is to HAVE 
FUN
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Rippa Rugby Yrs 3-7
Objective of the Game

The object of the game is to score a try by placing the ball 
with downward pressure behind or on the opponents' goal 
line. A try is worth five points.
To prevent a try being scored the defenders must rip the 
flag from the belt of the ball carrier. This forces the ball 
carrier to pass the ball. Six rips against the attacking team 
in one set of possession results in the ball being turned 
over to the defending team.
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Coaching a Skill
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Principles of Play

Principles of 
Attack

Gain Possession

Go Forward

Support

Continuity

Pressure

Principles of 
Defence

Go Forward

Support

Pressure

Regain Possession
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Coaching the Pass Yrs 
8+

Starting Point

It is important to note that it is best to carry the 
ball in two hands slightly out in front of the chest. 
From this position the ability to make a good pass 
is maximized.

1.Basic pass

2.Receiving pass

3.Draw and pass

4.Dive pass

5.Off-ground pass

6.Pop pass

7.Spiral pass

8. Lob pass

9. Pass through the tackle

10.On back pass

11.Cut out pass

12.Switch/scissors pass

13.Dummy pass
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Coaching the Tackle Yrs 
8+

Tackle Progression
 

60% of injuries in NZ Rugby occur in the tackle.
 

Key points are to develop body tension & safety when coaching 
the tackle. 

1.Eyes on the core
2.Inside shoulder
3.Face up, feet alive, power foot
4.Drive with legs, shoulder contact
5.punch arms, wrap and hold
6.Continue leg drive until complete and be on top.
7.Get to feet and win the ball
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Coaching the Ruck Yrs 
8+

Ruck Technique

Key points are to develop good technique to improve accuracy, efficiency & 
safety.

1.Identify role (support player or ball receiver)
2.Sight target (Identify the threats)
3.Identify the gate and align.
4.Bind with a team mate if possible
5.Contact with strong core and leg drive. Head in correct position
6.Drive past the ball
7.Stay on your feet
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Evasion Games
• Bull Rush

• 4-Square

• 1-10 Pass Game (backs v forwards)

• 1 v 1 Tag

• Touch 

• Offside Touch

• Football Touch
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